Abstract. In order to apply the positioning results of BDS receiver into engineering practice, geodetic height obtained from positioning calculation of receiver should be converted into normal height, therefore it is needed to calculate height anomaly. Also in order to meet the meter level height conversion demand, reduce the memory space consumption by height conversion program and accelerate the program running speed, this paper shows one fast height conversion computation method with the reduced order spherical harmonic coefficients of the gravity model, namely that the height anomaly computed respectively with spherical harmonic coefficients of EGM96 gravity model extending to degree 360 and order 360 and EGM08 earth gravity field extending to degree 2190 and order 2159 is deemed as benchmark, and summarizes the time consumption and relative accuracy of the fast height conversion method. According to the test and comparative analysis of height anomaly computed between world-wide grid points and Asia-Pacific region grid points, test results indicate that this height anomaly computation method with reduced-order spherical harmonic coefficients of EGM96 gravity model can meet the height conversion accuracy and speed demand for positioning results of BDS receivers all over the world or in Asia-Pacific region.
Introduction
Currently, BDS has been widely applied into such fields as topographic surveying, engineering surveying, hydrographic surveying and charting, airborne gravity measurement [1] . In the process of promoting the market application of BDS receivers, the provision of navigation message available plays an important role in the market application of BDS receivers. However, the geodetic height obtained from solution by BDS receiver is lack of definite physical meaning, the geodetic height measurement message obtained from BDS receiver should be converted into normal height, in such way the height message output from BDS receiver can be fully utilized, of which the height anomaly message plays a vital role in conversing geodetic height output from BDS receiver into normal height [2] .
Literature [3] indicates that the geoid accuracy computed with EGM96 model reaches decimeter to meter level, and a high resolution digital height model is necessary for computing geoid accurate to 1cm. Literature [4] presents a new method for calculating height anomaly based on EGM96 model, the method can be applied into topographic mapping, and the relative accuracy of about 0.1m can be reached in the mountains, but there must be one or two height points known. Literature [5] evaluates the height anomaly computed based on EGM08 and then makes height conversion by virtue of GPS receiver, the method can reach the fourth-grade-leveling measurement accuracy, but larger memory space is needed because the height anomaly is computed with height anomaly grid points of full order EGM08 model, thus the method is not suitable for application scenarios of navigation receivers. Literature [6] indicates that the accuracy of height conversion with EGM08 and EGM96 models is relatively close which is mainly due to the high frequency message of gravity field in EGM08 model is only modified comparative to EGM96 model. Therefore, EGM96 model can reach the accuracy requirement regarding to meter-level height conversion.
The geoid is roughly accurate to meter to decimeter level within the range of medium-long wave band, and we reduce the order of EGM96 spherical harmonic coefficient model and then obtain the height anomaly with mutual deviation in meter level from gravity model (extending to degree 360 and order 360) in the study based on spherical harmonic of the EGM96 gravity model.
In order to analyze and evaluate the height conversion computation method for the positioning results of BDS receiver with the reduced order spherical harmonic coefficients of the gravity model, this paper analyzes the main order that may affect height anomaly computation accuracy in spherical harmonic coefficients of gravity model and its relative error, and obtains the optimal configuration of fast height conversion method for BDS receivers by studying different order setting in the spherical harmonic coefficients of gravity model.
Height Conversion Model Method for BDS Receivers
Geoid is an equipotential surface with gravitational potential as constant in earth gravity field, it is infinitely close to undisturbed mean sea level, and their mean deviation is 0. For one-point Q on earth surface, the distance between point Q's plumb line and geoid is orthometric height of this point Q, expressed as g Q H . Geodetic height is expressed as Q H and geoid undulation of this point Q is expressed as Q N , we can express the relationship between orthometric height and geodetic height by Eq. 1.
By the method for handling the permanent terms of luni-solar tides, there are 3 types of geoid and 3 types of reference level ellipsoid [1] .
(1) n N (Tide-Free or Nontidal), permanent terms of tides are not considered, namely eliminating the influence of permanent terms of tides.
(2) m N (Mean Tide), the permanent terms of tides are reserved. (3) z N (Zero Tide), the direct influence of permanent terms of tides is not considered, but its indirect influence on elastic deformation of earth is reserved.
For meter-level height conversion application, latitude changes in height anomaly, geodetic height, orthometric height, normal height, etc. caused from different tide benchmarks can be ignored. Geoid hasn't been accurately determined yet at present, Molodensky (Soviet Union researcher) suggests studying quasi-geoid very close to geoid because it can be easily determined. Quasi-geoid is a continuous curve surface of end points obtained by measuring normal height downward along plumb lines of ground points, the surface is the geometric surface for describing earth shape rather than gravity equipotential surface, and thus it is lack of actual physical meaning. Height anomaly is the gap between quasi-geoid and reference ellipsoid, the reference surface system determined based on quasi-geoid is normal height system, 1985 national height datum just belongs to normal height system. Normal height, geodetic height and height anomaly are respectively expressed by Q H γ , Q H and Q ξ , the relationship between normal height of Point Q and geodetic height is expressed by Eq.
2.
The relationship between orthometric height, normal height and geodetic height is shown in Figure  1 .
Geographic longitude and latitude of Point Q is assumed as ( ) λ ϕ , and the gravity anomaly of this point can be calculated by Eq. 3 [2] . Gravity models EGM96 and EGM08 give the spherical harmonic coefficients of gravitational potential , n m C and , n m S , we can select lower degree and order of gravity model to reduce the demand for memory space in receiver and accelerate the computation speed of height anomaly and height conversion, the resolution of EGM96 and EGM2008 models is respectively 30′ and 5′ , but the degree and order of EGM96 model are equal (360). In spherical harmonic coefficients of the EGM96 gravity model, 1-70-degree spherical harmonic coefficients are constituted into low degree model and 71-360-degree spherical harmonic coefficients are constituted into high degree model [4] . The spherical harmonic coefficients of EGM08 model can extend to degree 2190 and order 2159. On the NGA website (the US National Geospatial Intelligence Agency), we can obtain the global height anomaly grid data of EGM2008 model, and the grid space interval is 1 1 ′ ′ × . In USA, Canada, Germany, Australia, etc., the height anomaly obtained from local GPS leveling network is compared with height anomaly computed with EGM08, the result is shown in Table 1 . The accuracy of height anomaly computed with spherical harmonic coefficients of gravity model is affected by 2 factors: one factor is the measurement accuracy of geodetic height obtained by BDS receiver; another factor is the accuracy of height anomaly computed with spherical harmonic coefficients of gravity model. In the height conversion of positioning results by BDS receiver, CGCS2000 (Chinese Geodetic Coordinate System 2000) used by BDS is almost same with WGS84 coordinate system of GPS, the error can be ignored [7] . The height accuracy of pseudo-range point positioning by BDS receiver is about 10m [8] , we only need to limit the accuracy loss of height conversion within 1 meter. Because the difference between CGCS2000 and WGS84 coordinate systems is within the range of centimeter level and point positioning by BDS receiver must be accurate to meter level, the results of height conversion performed under WGS84 coordinate system is consistent with those under CGCS2000 coordinate systems [7] .
The accuracy of height anomaly computed by interpolation method is basically same with the accuracy computed with spherical harmonic coefficients of the EGM96 gravity model. Although the computation speed of height anomaly by interpolation method is faster than EGM96 model, more interpolating points are required to be stored and larger memory space is needed. The computational procedure of EGM96 model is relatively complex due to computing high degree spherical harmonics and the computation speed is slower, but the memory space needed is smaller mainly for storing spherical harmonic coefficients of earth gravity field. Because the memory space configured inside BDS receiver is limited, we only need to obtain the height conversion result accurate to meter level in the actual navigation application, thus according to the characteristics of spherical harmonic coefficients of gravity model, this paper designs one method for computing height anomaly with reduced order spherical harmonic coefficients model, such height anomaly can be used for fast height conversion. The reduced order spherical harmonic coefficients of gravity model can reduce the receiver's memory space consumption by height anomaly computation program and accelerate the running speed of height conversion program.
Experimental Verification and Analysis
In order to evaluate the fast height conversion computation method with the reduced order spherical harmonic coefficients of gravity model, test experiment summarizes the height anomaly accuracy and computation speed of the method. This paper computes the height conversion with spherical harmonic coefficients of degree 360 and order 360 EGM96 gravity model, specifies the computation result by global grid interpolation method as height anomaly computation reference in tide-free system, computes the height anomaly respectively with spherical harmonics of different degree and order gravity model, and summarizes the time consumption of height anomaly computation by different degree and order models and the relative accuracy of results. Computation range is respectively located within Asian-Pacific region (55°S -55°N and 55°E -180°E which is core region covered by BDS) and all over the world, the space interval between inspection points is 1°. There are 3528 grid points located in Asian-Pacific region and 16200 grid points all over the world, which are used respectively for relative accuracy RMS statistics (95% ） by the following computational Eq. 4:
In order to evaluate the relative accuracy of height anomaly obtained with different degree spherical harmonic coefficients of gravity model to degree 360 and order 360 spherical harmonic coefficients of the EGM96 gravity model, the experimental data in this paper is configured as follows: the spherical harmonic coefficient data of the EGM96 gravity model provided by US National Geospatial Intelligence Agency (NGA) Earth Gravitational Model (EGM) Project Development Team and tide-free EGM2008 gravity model is used as benchmark data. Accurate height anomaly at any point all over the world is obtained from 1 1 ′ ′ × height anomaly grid point document by interpolation method, and height anomaly accurate to meter level is computed with reduced order spherical harmonic coefficients of gravity model. Computer configuration in the experiment: operation systemMicrosoft WIN7 64bit, processor -Intel(R) Pentium(R) CPU G645 @ 2.90GHz, programming environment -MATLAB R2017a 64bit and Codeblocks. Computational code of height anomaly is programmed by GNU gfortran compiler with Fortran language. Code for testing experimental configuration and accuracy assessment is realized by matlab language.
When the height anomaly is computed with reduced order spherical harmonic coefficients of the EGM96 gravity model, degree 90, 80, 70, 60, 50, 40 and 30 spherical harmonic coefficients of gravity model are respectively used; the relative accuracy of height anomaly test result on global grid is shown in Table 2 .
In the Asian-Pacific regional test gird, height anomaly is computed on grid points with reduced order spherical harmonic coefficients of the EGM96 gravity model, and the statistic of its relative accuracy to the height anomaly obtained based on full order spherical harmonic coefficients of EGM96 and EGM08 gravity models is conducted. Of which, the relative accuracy of height anomaly computed with degree 30 and order 30 spherical harmonic coefficients of gravity model to the improved height anomaly computed with degree 360 and order 360 EGM96 model is 1.61m. The relative accuracy to height anomaly computed with degree 2190 and order 2159 spherical harmonic coefficients of EGM08 model is 1.63m. The relative accuracy of height anomaly computed with degree 40 and order 40 reduced order spherical harmonic coefficients of gravity model to degree 360 and order 360 spherical harmonic coefficients of the EGM96 gravity model is 1.39m. The relative accuracy of height anomaly computed with degree 40 and order 40 reduced order spherical harmonic coefficients of gravity model to degree 2190 and order 2159 spherical harmonic coefficients of the EGM08 gravity model is 1.41m. For Asian-Pacific regional grid points, the computation time of height anomaly based on different degree and order of EGM96 spherical harmonic coefficient model is summarized, and average computation time consumption of each grid point is shown in Table 3 . It can be seen from time consumption statistics that the time consumed by height anomaly computation at each grid point is reduced as the reduced order of spherical harmonic coefficients of gravity model, but the relative difference of time consumption is about less than 0.2ms. Although the memory space consumed by low order spherical harmonic coefficients of gravity model is lesser, it is a critical factor to be considered for embedded system with limited memory resources. Therefore we firstly compute height anomaly with degree 60 and order 60 spherical harmonic coefficients of the EGM96 gravity model, then convert geodetic height to normal height by the height anomaly computed.
Summary
This paper analyzes the fast height conversion computation method based on reduced order spherical harmonic coefficients of gravity model. According to the demand for post-processing of positioning results output from BDS receivers into actual application, we present an optimal configuration solution for height conversion with reduced order spherical harmonic coefficients of gravity model through the comprehensive consideration of height conversion accuracy of positioning results, time consumption, memory space consumption, etc., evaluate the accuracy and computation speed of different solutions and conclude that:
For spherical harmonic coefficients of gravity model of height anomaly computation, the relative accuracy of height anomaly computed with degree 360 and order 360 spherical harmonic coefficients of the EGM-96 gravity model to EGM08 model is below 0.2m, the height anomaly computed with degree 60 and order 60 spherical harmonic coefficients of gravity model can reach relative accuracy at meter level all over the world or in Asian-Pacific region, which meets the meter-level height conversion demand of positioning results from BDS receivers in Asian-Pacific region.
Degree 60 and order 60 spherical harmonic coefficients of EGM96 gravity model for computing height anomaly can improve the computation speed of height conversion and reduce the memory space demand for receivers relative to high order spherical harmonic coefficients of gravity model. By comparing with degree 2190 and order 2159 EGM08 gravity model, the height anomaly computed with reduced order spherical harmonic coefficients of EGM96 gravity model is closer to height anomaly computed with degree 360 and order 360 EGM96 model.
There are a few limitations to height conversion method based on reduced order spherical harmonic coefficients of gravity model, for example the improved local height anomaly benchmark measurement data can not be used as test benchmark data in the accuracy assessment test due to the limitations on test condition. The resolution of grid points tested is 1 , which can not cover all points all over the world or in Asian-Pacific region. Computational program of height anomaly is realized at PC platform, the statistics of time consumption can only reflect the relative computation speed of height anomaly with different degree and order spherical harmonic coefficients of gravity model. In order to improve the accuracy of height conversion based on the solutions of regional BDS receivers and in view of actual application scope, it can be considered that the accuracy of height conversion in local region where BDS receivers is running is improved by regional Digital Elevation Model(DEM) in the future, but receiver needs to store regional DEM data, such method can be used to obtain high accurate normal height based on positioning results.
